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Abstract

In this paper, we discuss the semantics of disjunctive programs and databases and show how multivalued mappings
and their fixed points arise naturally within this context. Anumber of fixed-point theorems for multivalued mappings
are considered, some of which are already known and some of which are new. The notion of a normal derivative
of a disjunctive program is introduced. Normal derivativesare normal logic programs which are determined by the
disjunctive program. Thus, the well-known single-step operator associated with a normal derivative is single-valued,
and its fixed points can be found by well-established means. It is shown how fixed points of the multivalued mapping
determined by a disjunctive program relate to the fixed points of the single-step operators coming from its normal
derivatives. This procedure has potential for simplifyingthe construction of models of disjunctive databases, and
this point is discussed.

Most of the results for multivalued mappings rest on corresponding, known results concerning fixed points of
single-valued mappings. Since the latter results are frequently referred to, they have been collected together for
convenience in a survey which should be of independent interest as well as being preparatory for the later results.
Finally, a number of problems and issues raised by this work are discussed.

1 Introduction

Let f : X ! X be a (single-valued) function or mapping defined on the setX. A fixed pointof f
is an elementx of X such thatf(x) = x. This simple, but important, notion is to be found in many
places in mathematics ranging from proofs of existence of solutions of differential equations to proofs of
existence of invariant measures to methods, in logic, for handling self-reference. Indeed, it is this latter use
of “fixed point” that makes the concept so fundamental in programming language semantics and in program
correctness: the meaning of recursive definitions of functions and of inductive definitions of sets is the
least fixed point of an operator naturally associated with the definition. This last comment applies equally
well, of course, whether one is taking the point of view of imperative programming or the point of view of
declarative programming. In theoretical studies in eitherparadigm, fixed points of functions and operators
are basic.�The first named author acknowledges financial support under grant SC/98/621 from Enterprise Ireland.
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It follows naturally from what has just been said that techniques for finding fixed points, i.e. fixed-point
theorems, are also basic in theoretical studies. In the imperative case, the functions and operators which
arise are nearly always monotonic, and therefore the only fixed-point theorem one needs is “the fixed-
point theorem” of Knaster and Tarski. However, in logic programming matters are not so simple due to
the presence of negation. Negation has the effect of introducing non-monotonicity and of complicating the
process of finding fixed points. Thus, within this paradigm, one finds quite a variety of different methods and
techniques in use for finding fixed points of the operators arising from questions concerned with semantics.

The purpose of this paper is three-fold. First, in Section 3,we want to report on recent work undertaken
by the authors in the context of the semantics of disjunctiveprograms and databases. In this setting, the
operatorsT which arise aremultivaluedi.e. T : X ! 2X so thatT (x) is a set of points ofX, rather than
a single point. The usual meaning of “fixed point” is then an elementx 2 X such thatx 2 T (x), and this
clearly generalizes the case of single-valued mappings. However, not only is this mathematically an obvious
generalization of the case of single-valued mappings, it isalso a correct one in that issues concerned with
the semantics of disjunctive programs naturally relate to fixed points in this new sense. Thus, there is a need
for fixed-point theorems which apply to multivalued mappings. However, one strategy which we introduce
here is to extract from the database a family of associated conventional normal logic programs (which we
call normal derivatives) whose corresponding operators are single-valued. In this way, it is possible to relate
the fixed points of multivalued mappings to the fixed points ofsingle-valued mappings. We demonstrate the
success of this method by showing how the stable model semantics (or answer set semantics) of Gelfond and
Lifschitz can be treated in this way. In fact, there is a wholerange of semantics which have been proposed
for disjunctive databases, of which that of Gelfond and Lifschitz is just one of the more important, and
all of which provide different, canonical models of a given database (perfect model, weakly perfect model
etc.). Each of these models turns out to be a fixed point of a certain multivalued mapping we introduce
here (the single-step operator of Definition 3.3) and hence,as we show, is a fixed point of some normal
derivative. This, of course, raises the problem of characterizing those normal derivatives which correspond
to any particular canonical model, and is a problem under investigation by the authors.

The alternative approach to finding fixed points, already noted, is the full-frontal attack by means of
fixed-point theorems for multivalued mappings. However, there does not appear to be very many such the-
orems available, and it is ongoing work of the authors to try and rectify this situation either by extending
results known for single-valued mappings to the multivalued case or by establishing new methods and tech-
niques. Thus, in Section 4, we collect together, as our second objective, the main results we know and which
we know to have applications to semantics. In addition, we present some new technical results of our own,
and discuss the problems and difficulties in the way to further progress.

Needless to say, much of the work undertaken in Section 4 rests on well-established results and ideas
developed specifically for the single-valued case. It will facilitate the discussion to have available the state-
ments of the more important of these, and we collect them together in a survey in Section 2 for convenience
and for reference, relating them as we proceed to applications of our own, and of others, to semantics; this
is our third main objective in the paper. Therefore, in stucture, we see Section 3 as the heart of the paper,
but that the material presented there immediately raises the issues taken up in Section 4 and, in turn, this
latter section depends on the discussion of Section 2. The order of presentation of the material is chosen, of
course, to enable us to proceed from the known to the unknown.
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2 Fixed-Point Theorems for Single-Valued Mappings

2.1 Partial Orders

Perhaps the original theorem in the subject is Kleene’s firstrecursion theorem, encountered in recursive
function theory. This states the following, whereFn denotes the collection of all partial functions fromNn to N ordered by graph inclusion. Suppose that� : Fn ! Fn is a recursive operator. Then� has a
least fixed pointh which is a computable function. Thus, there is a computable functionh satisfying the
following conditions.
(a)�(h) = h.
(b) If �(g) = g, thenh � g.
Hence, ifh is total, it is the only fixed point of�.

The termrecursiveused here means, essentially, that whenever�(f)(x) is defined, its value depends
only on finitely many values off . Of course, as stated, this theorem is of limited applicability but has a
direct generalization to partially ordered sets and continuous functions, as follows.

2.1 Definition A subsetS of a partially ordered set(D;�) is calleddirectedif, for any a; b 2 S, there isc 2 S such thata � c andb � c.
2.2 Definition A partially ordered set(D;�) is said to becomplete, and hence acomplete partial order
(cpo), if there is a least element ofD and every directed subsetS � D has a least upper boundsupS in D.
Thus:

(1) There is an element? of D (the bottom element ofD) such that? � d for all d 2 D.

(2) If S � D is directed, then there is an elementsupS in D such that (i)s � supS for all s 2 S, and
(ii) if s � d for all s 2 S, whered is some element ofD, thensupS � d.

2.3 Definition LetD andE be cpos and letf : D ! E be a function.

(1) f is calledmonotonicif a � b impliesf(a) � f(b) for all a; b 2 D.

(2) f is calledcontinuousif f is monotonic and, for every directed subsetS of D, we havef(supS) =sup f(S).
We are now in a position to state the main fixed-point theorem applicable to partially ordered sets, see

[22] for a proof; it is the promised generalization of Kleene’s theorem1. In fact, it can be established in the
context of the slightly more general!-cpos, which are defined as above except that one only requires the
existence of the suprema of increasing sequencesa0 � a1 � a2 : : : in D, rather than of directed sets.

2.4 Theorem (Knaster-Tarski) LetD be a cpo and letf : D ! D be a continuous function. Thenf has
a least fixed pointa. Furthermore,a = supn2N fn(?).

This theorem has so many applications to computing that it must be a contender for the title of funda-
mental theorem of computer science. In addition, there are numerous refinements and variants of it scattered
throughout the literature. One such is the following theorem, which was applied by Fitting in the context of
logic programming semantics over Kleene’s 3-valued logic.

1In so far as recursiveness of�, and the existence of its least fixed point are concerned. Thequestion of generalizing the computability of the
fixed point provided by Kleene’s theorem depends on abstractversions of computability theory, and is a topic consideredin the literature in domain
theory.
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2.5 Definition Let (D;�) be a partial order. ThenD is called acomplete semilatticeif the following
conditions hold.

1. Every non-empty subset ofD has an infimum.

2. Every non-empty directed subset ofD has a supremum.

2.6 Theorem (See [3, Proposition 6.2]) Let(D;�) be a complete semilattice, let� be monotonic onD and
let a 2 D be such thata � �(a). Then� has a least fixed point abovea.

The least fixed point in the previous theorem can, in fact, be obtained as an ordinal power� "�(a) for
some ordinal�.

Although we know of no actual application of the next result,see [2, Theorem 1.4.1], it is possible
that it has some role, since greatest fixed points are important in computational logic in connection with
implementation issues such as negation as failure. In any case, we give a generalization of it to multivalued
mappings in Section 4, where we consider generalizations ofthe Knaster-Tarski theorem as well.

2.7 Theorem Let (D;�) be a partially ordered set such that every chain inD has a supremum, letf : D !D be monotonic and leta 2 D be such thata � f(a). Thenf has a maximal fixed point.

2.2 Metric-Like Spaces

The other great fixed-point theorem in mathematics is the well-known Banach contraction mapping theorem.
Apart from its applications to the semantics of concurrencyand communicating systems, it does not seem
to be much used in studying imperative languages. By contrast, it and its generalizations have found quite a
lot of interest in logic programming, due to the non-monotonicity introduced by negation, and we consider
these next.

2.2.1 Metric Spaces

2.8 Theorem (Banach Contraction Mapping Theorem)Let (X; d) be a complete metric space, let0 <� < 1 and letf : X ! X be a function satisfyingd(f(x); f(y)) � �d(x; y) for all x; y 2 X. Thenf has a
unique fixed point which can be obtained as the limit of the sequencefn(x) for anyx 2 X.

Note that the proof is constructive, i.e. the fixed point is infact the limit of any sequence of iterates off .
The Banach theorem has found application to logic programming in [4, 19, 20], and a multivalued

version was considered in [10] and will be discussed in Section 4. In fact, quite a lot of work has been done,
some of it by the present authors, in applying generalizations of the Banach theorem in which the axioms in
the definition of a metric are relaxed, see [14, 19, 20], and webriefly consider this next.

2.2.2 Generalized Ultrametric Spaces

The first generalization we consider, and it is a significant one, is obtained by allowing a metric to take
values in an arbitrary partially ordered set, rather than just in the real numbers.

2.9 Definition Let X be a set and let� be a partially ordered set with least element0. We call (X; d) a
generalized ultrametric spaceif d : X �X ! � is a function such that for allx; y; z 2 X and 2 �
3rd Irish Workshop on Formal Methods (IWFM-99), EWIC, British Computer Society, 1999. 4
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(1) d(x; y) = 0 if and only if x = y,

(2) d(x; y) = d(y; x), and

(3) if d(x; y); d(y; z) � , thend(x; z) � .

For0 6=  2 � andx 2 X, the setB(x) = fy 2 X j d(x; y) � g is called a (-)ball inX. A generalized
ultrametric space is calledspherically completeif, for any chain(C;�) of balls inX, we have

T C 6= ;.
A function f : X ! X is called

(1) non-expanding2 if d(f(x); f(y)) � d(x; y) for all x; y 2 X,

(2) strictly contracting on orbitsif d(f2(x); f(x)) < d(f(x); x) for everyx 2 X with x 6= f(x), and

(3) strictly contractingif d(f(x); f(y)) < d(x; y) for all x; y 2 X with x 6= y.

For the following, see [14], also cf. [7, Theorem 4.4].

2.10 Theorem (Prieß-Crampe and Ribenboim)Let (X; d) be a spherically complete generalized ultra-
metric space and letf : X ! X be non-expanding and strictly contracting on orbits. Thenf has a fixed
point. Moreover, iff is strictly contracting onX, thenf has a unique fixed point.

This result has been applied to logic programming semanticsin [14, 19, 20], and we next sketch the
application we made of it in [19, 20].

For a countable ordinal, let� be the setf2�� j � < g of symbols2�� with ordering2�� < 2�� if
and only if� < �.

2.11 Definition Let D be a domain (i.e. a Scott domain with setDc of compact elements, see [22]), letr : Dc !  be a function, called arank function, and denote2� by 0. Definedr : D �D ! �+1 bydr(x; y) = inff2�� j c � x if and only if c � y for everyc 2 Dc with r(c) < �g:
Then(D; dr) is called the generalized ultrametric spaceinduced byr.

It is straightforward to see that(D; dr) is indeed a generalized ultrametric space. Indeed,(D; dr) is
spherically complete under the additional condition that for eachx 2 D and for each ordinal� < , the
setfc 2 approx(x) j r(c) < �g is directed whenever it is non-empty, where approx(x) denotes the set of
compact elementsc such thatc � x.

2.12 Theorem (See [19]) Under the condition just stated,(D; dr) is spherically complete.

Using this theorem in conjunction with Theorem 2.10, we showed that a subclass of the locally stratified
programs is both computationally adequate (i.e. can compute all partial recursive functions) and has a unique
supported model. This subclass we called the strictly level-decreasing programs, and it is rather rare for a
class of programs to satisfy both the properties just mentioned simultaneously.

2In [14], these functions were calledcontractive.
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2.2.3 Quasi-Metric Spaces

The next thing one can do to generalize the Banach theorem is to vary the axioms describing the notion of
“metric”, as already mentioned. There are numerous ways of doing this, but perhaps the most successful is
the notion of quasi-metric when taken in conjunction with the associated theorem of Rutten and Smyth, see
[16, 21].

2.13 Definition A setX together with a functiond : X �X ! R[f+1g is called aquasi-pseudo-metric
spaceif for all x; y; z 2 X

(1) d(x; x) = 0, and

(2) d(x; z) � d(x; y) + d(y; z):
If, furthermore,d(x; y) = d(y; x) = 0 impliesx = y, then(X; d) is called aquasi-metric space.

A quasi-pseudo-metric space in which the strong triangle inequalityd(x; y) � maxfd(x; z); d(z; y)g
holds for all x; y; z 2 X, is called a quasi-pseudo-ultrametric space. Consequently, a quasi-pseudo-
ultrametric space which is a quasi-metric space is called aquasi-ultrametric space.

A sequence(xn) in X is a (forward-) Cauchy-sequence(CS) if, for all " > 0, there existsn0 2 N such
that for alln � m � n0, d(xm; xn) < ": A CS (xn) converges tox 2 X (written xn ! x, or limxn = x)
if, for all y 2 X, d(x; y) = limd(xn; y): Finally,X is calledCS-completeif every CS inX converges.

Note that limits of CSs need not be unique. IfX is a quasi-metric space, however, it is a standard fact
that uniqueness of limits does hold.

2.14 Definition LetX be a quasi-pseudo-metric space. A functionf : X ! X is called

(1) CS-continuousif, for all CSs(xn) in X with limxn = x, (f(xn)) is a CS andlimf(xn) = f(x),
(2) non-expandingif d(f(x); f(y)) � d(x; y) for all x; y 2 X, and

(3) contractiveif there exists some0 � c < 1 such thatd(f(x); f(y)) � c � d(x; y) for all x; y 2 X.

We are now in a position to state the main fixed-point theorem in the context of quasi-metric spaces.
In this statement,�d is the partial order induced onX by the quasi-metricd, wherex �d y if and only ifd(x; y) = 0.

2.15 Theorem (Rutten-Smyth)Let X 6= ; be a CS-complete quasi-metric space and letf : X ! X be
non-expanding.

(1) If f is CS-continuous and there existsx 2 X with x �d f(x), thenf has a fixed point, and this fixed
point is least abovex with respect to�d.

(2) If f is CS-continuous and contractive, thenf has a unique fixed point.

Moreover, in both cases the fixed point can be obtained as the limit of the CS(fn(x)), where in (1)x is the
given point, and in (2)x can be chosen arbitrarily.
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This theorem is important for several reasons, but we will take up just one of them. Let(X;�) be a
partial order. Define a functiond� : X �X ! R byd�(x; y) = (0 if x � y,1 otherwise.

Then it is easily checked that(X; d�) is a quasi-ultrametric space, andd� is called thediscrete quasi-metric
onX. Note that�d� and� coincide for a given partial order�.

By virtue of these definitions, Part (1) of Theorem 2.15 generalizes the Knaster-Tarski Theorem 2.4.
Part (2) generalizes the Banach Contraction Mapping Theorem 2.8. Using this and related results, it was
shown in [16, 21] that one can combine the two main approachesto the semantics of imperative programs
i.e. the partial order approach and the metric approach. Thesame thing was done in [18] for logic programs,
again using Theorem 2.15.

3 Multivalued Mappings and Disjunctive Programs

We now turn our attention to multivalued mappings. We will see how these naturally arise in questions of
semantics in logic programming and database theory, by describing the answer set semantics for disjunctive
programs and databases due to Gelfond and Lifschitz [6], seealso [11] which we follow closely in giving
the definition. In fact, our main results here, and indeed themain new results of this paper, relate the con-
struction of the answer set semantics for a restricted classof disjunctive programs to the supported models
of certain normal logic programs which are naturally associated with the disjunctive program. These asso-
ciated programs we call “normal derivatives”, and their supported models can be found by well-established
means. Therefore, the process we put forward results in a considerable simplification of the construction of
the answer set semantics for the class of disjunctive programs we consider.

3.1 The Answer Set Semantics of Gelfond and Lifschitz

Let Lit denote the set of ground literals in some first order languageL. In its most general form, arule r
is an expression of the following typel1 _ � � � _ ln  ln+1 ^ : : : ; lm ^ notlm+1 ^ � � � ^ notlk;
where eachli 2 Lit. Given such a ruler, we defineHead(r) = fl1; : : : ; lng, Pos(r) = fln+1; : : : ; lmg
andNeg(r) = flm+1; : : : ; lkg. The keywordnot may be interpreted either as negation as failure (in which
casePos(r) may contain negative literals) or as classical negation (inwhich casePos(r) will contain
only positive literals), although later on we restrict it toits latter meaning of classical negation. A ruler
is calleddisjunctiveif n � 1, so thatHead(r) may contain more than one element, andnon-disjunctive
otherwise. A (disjunctive) program� is a set of (disjunctive) rules. Of course, a non-disjunctive program is
simply a conventional ground normal logic program. It is usual to allow the presence of function symbols in
disjunctive programs, and to reserve the term disjunctive database for those disjunctive programs which do
not contain function symbols, and we will observe this convention. Also, one may allow variable symbols to
be present in the general definition of a rule. However, as implied by the definition we have adopted, we are
in effect going to work with the set of ground instances of each rule, rather than with the rules themselves.
Thus, the only difference between a disjunctive program anda disjunctive database is that in the former
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case we will be handling an infinite set of rules and in the latter case a finite set, and the distinction will not
matter.

In order to describe the answer set semantics for disjunctive programs, we first consider programs with-
out negation,not. Thus, let� denote a disjunctive program in whichNeg(r) is empty for each ruler 2 �.
A subsetX of Lit, i.e. X 2 2Lit, is said to beclosed by rules in� if, for every r 2 � such that
Pos(r) � X, we have thatHead(r)\X 6= ;. The setX 2 2Lit is called ananswer setfor � if it is closed
by rules in� and satisfies:

1. If X contains complementary literals, thenX = Lit.

2. X is minimal i.e. ifA � X andA is closed by rules of�, thenA = X.

We denote the set of answer sets of� by �(�). If � is not disjunctive, then�(�) is a singleton set.
However, if� is disjunctive, then�(�) may contain more than one element, and we give an example below
to illustrate this phenomenon.

Now suppose that� is a disjunctive program that may containnot. For a setX 2 2Lit, consider the
program�X defined by

1. If r 2 � is such thatNeg(r) \X is not empty, then we remover i.e. r 62 �X .

2. If r 2 � is such thatNeg(r) \ X is empty, then the ruler0 belongs to�X , wherer0 is defined by
Head(r0) = Head(r), Pos(r0) = Pos(r) andNeg(r0) = ;.

It is clear that the program�X does not containnot and therefore�(�X) is defined. Following Gelfond
and Lifschitz [6], we define the operatorGL : 2Lit ! 22Lit by GL(X) = �(�X ). Finally, we say thatX
is ananswer setof � if X 2 �(�X) i.e. if X 2 GL(X). In other words,X is an answer set of� if it is a
fixed pointof the multivalued mappingGL. Notice that if� is not disjunctive, then�(�X) is a singleton
set, as already observed, and soX is an answer set of� if and only if X = GL(X). The more general
requirement thatX 2 GL(X) is the natural, and standard, extension of the notion of fixedpoint to the case
of multivalued functions and operators. Again, we use the notation�(�) for the set of answer sets of� in
the general case.

It will help to consider an example which illustrates these ideas.

3.1 Example Take� as follows: p(0) _ q(0) p(a) _ q(0) q(0) ^ :p(0):
If X is any set of literals not containingp(0), then�X is the programp(0) _ q(0) p(a) _ q(0) q(0);
and the answer sets of�X arefp(0)g andfq(0)g. Thus,�(�X) = ffp(0)g; fq(0)gg. SinceX = fq(0)g is
an allowable value ofX, we see thatX 2 �(�X ) and hence thatfq(0)g is an answer set for�.

On the other hand, suppose thatX is any set of literals which does containp(0). In this case, the program�X is as follows: p(0) _ q(0) :
3rd Irish Workshop on Formal Methods (IWFM-99), EWIC, British Computer Society, 1999. 8
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Again, the only answer sets of�X arefp(0)g andfq(0)g. SinceX = fp(0)g is an allowable value ofX at
the moment, we see thatfp(0)g is an answer set for�, and indeed is the only one other thanfq(0)g. Thus,�(�) = ffp(0)g; fq(0)gg.

In this example,GL(X) contains the two elementsfp(0)g andfq(0)g for any setX of literals, and
hence is multivalued. Moreover, bothfp(0)g andfq(0)g are fixed points ofGL. �
3.2 Normal Derivatives of Disjunctive Logic Programs

In order to proceed, it will be necessary to restrict attention to a subclass of the disjunctive programs in which
we allow only positive ground literals in the rules. Moreover, not will be taken to mean classical negation,:. One immediate effect of this imposition thatHead(r) can only contain positive literals (whether or not
the restriction onnot is imposed) is to restrict the elements of an answer set to be positive literals also, as
shown by the following lemma.

3.2 Lemma Suppose that the head of each clause in a disjunctive program� contains only positive literals.
Then any answer set for� contains only positive literals.

Proof: Suppose thatX is a set of literals which is closed by rules of�. LetY denote the set which results
by removing fromX all the negative literals inX. ThenY is closed by rules of�. To see this, suppose thatr 2 � and thatPos(r) � Y is true. ThenPos(r) � X is also true, and soHead(r)\Y = Head(r)\X 6=;.

Therefore, by minimality, an answer set of� can only contain positive literals. �
Notice that this lemma makes redundant the condition 1. concerning complementary literals in the first

part of the definition of an answer set.
Thus, for the rest of Section 3, the most general form of ruler that we shall consider is the followingA1 _ � � � _An  Bn+1 ^ � � � ^Bm ^ :Bm+1 ^ � � � ^ :Bk;

where allAi; Bj are atoms. Therefore, we haveHead(r) = fA1; : : : ; Ang, Pos(r) = fBn+1; : : : ; Bmg
andNeg(r) = fBm+1; : : : ; Bkg.

In fact, the members of the class of disjunctive programs thus defined are precisely the disjunctive
databases considered in [15]. We will continue to use the notation� for a typical disjunctive program even
with this restriction in place. Hence,� denotes a possibly infinite set of rules of the sort just described.

The Lemma 3.2 focusses attention on the sets of positive ground literals in the first order languageL
underlying� i.e. on the power setI� of the Herbrand baseB� of �. We intend to relate answer sets to
supported models of normal logic programs associated with�, and Lemma 3.2 will assist us in doing this.
Therefore, typical elements ofI� will be denoted either byI or byX, depending on the context. The first
step in the direction we want to go is provided by the following definition, and it will be convenient to write
a typical ruler in � in the formHr  bodyr.
3.3 Definition Suppose that� is a disjunctive logic program. Thesingle-step operatorT� associated with� is the multivalued mapping fromI� to the power setP(I�) of I� defined by:J 2 T�(I) if and only if
the following conditions are satisfied.

(i) For each ruleHr  bodyr in � such thatI j= bodyr (i.e. bodyr is true with respect toI), there
exists anA in Hr such thatA 2 J .
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(ii) For all A 2 J , there exists a ruleHr  bodyr in � such thatI j= bodyr andA belongs toHr.
Notice that this definition reduces to the usual definition ofthe single-step operatorTP in case that� is

a normal logic programP .

3.4 Theorem Suppose that� is a disjunctive logic program. Then we haveI 2 T�(I), i.e. I is a fixed
point ofT�, if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.

(a) I is a model for�, i.e. for every ruleHr  bodyr in � such thatbodyr is true with respect toI,
we have thatHr is also true with respect toI.

(b) For everyA 2 I, there is a ruleHr  bodyr in � such thatbodyr is true with respect toI andA 2 Hr.
By analogy with the non-disjunctive case, we call an interpretationI (i.e. an element ofI�) which

fulfills Condition (b) above asupportedinterpretation. Thus,I 2 T�(I) if and only if I is a supported
model for�.

Proof: Suppose thatI 2 T�(I) and letHr  bodyr be a rule in� such thatbodyr is true with respect toI. For (a), it remains to show that there is an atomA in Hr such thatA 2 I, which is the case by Condition
(i) of Definition 3.3. Condition (b) follows directly from (ii) of Definition 3.3.

Conversely, suppose that Conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied by I. We have to show thatI 2 T�(I),
i.e. that Conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.3 are satisfied forI = J . Both however follow directly from
Conditions (a) and (b), respectively. �

We now come to one of our main definitions.

3.5 Definition Suppose that� is a disjunctive logic program. Anormal derivativeP of � is defined to
be a (ground) normal logic programP consisting of possibly infinitely many clauses which satisfies the
following conditions.

(a) For every ruleHr  bodyr in � there exists a clauseA bodyr in P such thatA belongs toHr.
(b) For every clauseA bodyr in P there is a ruleHr  bodyr in � such thatA belongsHr.

Note that Condition (b) simply states that all clauses inP have to be derived from rules in� by Condition
(a).

3.6 Theorem Let � be a disjunctive logic program and letI 2 I�. ThenJ 2 T�(I) iff J = TP (I) for
some normal derivativeP of �.

Proof: Let P be a normal derivative of� and suppose thatJ = TP (I). We have to show thatJ 2 T�(I)
i.e. thatJ satisfies Conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.3.

For (i), letHr  bodyr be a rule in� such thatbodyr is true with respect toI. By Condition (a) of
the previous definition, there exists a clauseA  bodyr in P such thatA belongs toHr. By definition ofTP , we haveA 2 J as required.

For (ii), letA be inJ . Then there exists a clauseA  body in P such thatbody is true with respect
to I. By Condition (b) of the previous definition, there exists a ruleH  body in � such thatA belongs toH as required.
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Conversely, suppose thatJ 2 T�(I) i.e. thatJ satisfies Conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.3. We
have to show that there exists a normal derivativeP of � such thatJ = TP (I). To do this, we define the
ground normal programP as follows.

(1) LetHr  bodyr be a rule in� such thatbodyr is true with respect toI. Then by Condition (i)
there is an atomA in Hr such thatA 2 J . LetP contain all clausesA bodyr for suchA.

(2) For every ruleHr  bodyr in � such thatbodyr is not true with respect toI, we choose an atomA in Hr arbitrarily. LetP contain all clausesA bodyr thus defined.
(3) P contains only clauses defined by (1) and (2).
Obviously,P is a normal derivative of�.
Now letA 2 J . Then by (1) there exists a clauseA  body in P such thatbody is true with respect

to I. Consequently,A 2 TP (I). Conversely, letA 2 TP (I). Then there is a clauseA  body in P such
thatbody is true with respect toI. By (1) and (3) there exists a ruleH  body in � such thatA belongs
toH, and by (1) again, we obtainA 2 J as required. �
3.7 Important Remark The previous theorem allows us to conclude the existence of supported models for
any given disjunctive program� provided any normal derivative of� has such a model. In particular, if any
normal derivative of� is acceptable, see [1, 4, 8], or strictly level-decreasing,see [20], or locally stratified,
see [15, 19] or definite, then� has at least one supported model. Conversely, if a given disjunctive program� has a supported model, there exists a normal derivative of� which has a supported model. This fact is
important from our point of view since we are focussing on normal derivatives of� in the belief that they
simplify the study of�.

Recall that a disjunctive database� is a disjunctive logic program� without any function symbols.
Thus,� consists of only finitely many rules in this case, and we denote their number byn� and call it the
order of �.

3.8 Proposition Let� be a disjunctive database of ordern� = n consisting of the rulesr1; r2; : : : rn. For
everyk 2 f1; : : : ; ng, let dk denote the number of disjunctions occurring in the head ofrk. Then� has at
most

Qnk=1(2dk � 1) normal derivatives. Therefore, for anyI 2 I� we havejT�(I)j �Qn�k=1(2dk � 1).
Proof: Let rk be a rule in�. Every normal derivativeP of � contains at least one and at mostdk clauses

generated byrk. Consequently, there are
Pdkm=1 �mdk� = �Pdkm=0 �mdk�� � � 0dk� = 2dk � 1 possibilities for

clauses inP derived fromrk, and the first statement in the conclusion follows immediately from this. The
second part of the conclusion now follows from Theorem 3.6. �
3.9 Remark For any disjunctive database which happens to be a normal logic program, the bound in the
previous proposition turns out to be 1, so that this bound is sharp.

3.3 Normal Derivatives and the Answer Set Semantics

We now return to answer set semantics, and the final results ofthis section bring together the ideas developed
thus far by relating answer sets of� and supported models of normal derivatives of�.
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3.10 Theorem Suppose that� is a disjunctive logic program in whichHead(r) contains only positive
literals for each ruler 2 �, and in whichnot denotes classical negation. Then given an answer setX 2 2Lit for �, there is a normal derivativeP of � such thatTP (X) = X.

Proof: We haveX 2 �(�X). Consider�X and the following normal derivativeP of � which we construct
by reference to the step by step construction of�X . Let r be rule in� and suppose for ease of notation thatr takes the formHr  bodyr.

First, suppose thatNeg(r)\X 6= ;, so thatr 62 �X . We choose an atom,A say, from the headHr of r
arbitrarily and include the clauseA bodyr in P . SinceNeg(r) \X 6= ; we see thatX 6j= bodyr, and
therefore this clause contributes nothing toTP (X).

Now suppose thatNeg(r)\X = ;. Then the ruler0 belongs to�X , wherer0 is defined byHead(r0) =
Head(r), Pos(r0) = Pos(r) andNeg(r0) = ;. SinceX is an answer set for�X , we have the statement
Pos(r0) � X ) Head(r0) \ X 6= ; holding true. The first subcase of this case is whenPos(r0) 6� X.
Again, we select an atomA in Head(r0) = Head(r) arbitrarily and include the clauseA  bodyr in P .
SincePos(r) = Pos(r0) 6� X, we haveX 6j= bodyr once more. Therefore, this clause also contributes
nothing toTP (X).

Finally, consider the subcase of the previous case in whichPos(r0) � X, so thatPos(r) = Pos(r0) �X. For each atomA 2 Head(r0) \X = Head(r) \X include the clauseA bodyr in P , not including
repetitions of this clause. SincePos(r) � X andNeg(r) \X = ;, we haveX j= bodyr. Thus,TP (X)
includes all theA 2 Head(r)\X for each ruler such thatPos(r) � X. Therefore, we haveTP (X) � X,
andP is a normal derivative of� by construction. Thus, it remains to show thatTP (X) = X.

Suppose it is the case thatTP (X) � X i.e. that there is anx 2 X such that for each ruler in � with
Pos(r) � X we havex 62 X \ Head(r). We show that this supposition leads to the contradiction thatY = X n fxg � X is an answer set for�X . Indeed, ifr is a rule in�X such thatPos(r) � Y , then
Pos(r) � X and soHead(r) \ Y = Head(r) \ X 6= ;. Thus,Y is closed by rules of�X . But this
contradicts the minimality ofX and concludes the proof. �

As an immediate corollary of our results, we can recover the result of Gelfond and Lifshitz that an
answer set for� is a model for� (and hence the name answer set semantics orstable model semantics).

3.11 Corollary Suppose that� is a disjunctive logic program. Then any answer setX for � is a model for�.

Proof: By the previous theorem, there is a normal derivativeP of � such thatTP (X) = X. Therefore, we
haveX 2 T�(X) by Theorem 3.6. It now follows thatX is a supported model for� by Theorem 3.4. �

The normal derivativeP constructed in the proof just given of Theorem 3.10 has the maximality property
that, for each ruler 2 � which satisfiesPos(r) � X, P contains the clauseA  bodyr for every atomA 2 Head(r) \X. One might say thatP is maximal with respect toX whenever it satisfies this property,
and it means that the normal derivativeP just constructed is in a sense canonical. Of course, the question of
establishing a converse result arises, and as a first step in this direction we prove the following proposition.

3.12 Proposition Suppose that� is a disjunctive logic program which satisfies the hypothesis of the previ-
ous theorem. Suppose also thatX 2 2Lit and thatP is a normal derivative of� such thatTP (X) = X.
ThenX is closed by rules of�X .
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Proof: Let r0 2 �X be an arbitrary rule. Then there is a ruler in � of the formHr  bodyr such that
Neg(r) \ X = ;, Head(r0) = Head(r) andPos(r0) = Pos(r). Suppose thatPos(r0) � X. Then
Pos(r) � X and thereforeX j= bodyr, sinceNeg(r) \ X = ;. But P is a normal derivative of� and
therefore there must be a clause inP of the formA  bodyr, whereA 2 Head(r). By definition of the
single-step operatorTP , we haveA 2 TP (X) and hence we haveA 2 X sinceTP (X) = X. Therefore,
Head(r0) \X = Head(r) \X 6= ;. Thus,X is closed by rules of�X as stated. �

Thus, in the circumstances of the proposition just established,X will be an answer set for� if and only
if it is minimal with the property that it is a supported modelof some normal derivative of�. As already
noted in the Introduction, this raises the problem of characterizing those normal derivatives whose fixed
points are answer sets for�. Indeed, the same problem can be put for all the other semantics which have
been proposed for disjunctive programs and databases, and these questions will be pursued elsewhere.

4 Fixed-Point Theorems for Multivalued Mappings

Despite the possibilities presented by considering normalderivatives, the more obvious approach to finding
fixed points of multivalued mappings is to employ fixed-pointtheorems applicable to them. Thus, in this
section we discuss precisely this topic, building on the results we surveyed in Section 2. However, the
treatment will necessarily be less complete than that in Section 2 because far fewer results appear to be
known for multivalued mappings than for single-valued mappings, and thus we can ask more questions than
we can answer. We shall follow the same order of presentationas in Section 2, beginning with theorems
that depend on partial orders, and moving progressively through the use of metrics, generalized ultrametrics
and, finally, quasi-metric spaces.

4.1 Partial Orders

The first result we consider is as follows. It is a generalization of the Knaster-Tarski theorem, Theorem 2.4,
and was proved in [11].

4.1 Definition Let (L;�) be a complete lattice. Define the preorder�r in 2L byA �r B iff for all y 2 B there existsx 2 A such thatx � y:
A multivalued mappingT : L! 2L is�r-increasingif x � y impliesT (x) �r T (y) for all x; y.
Let L be an ordered set and letT : L ! 2L. We say that the family(x�) is a decreasingT -orbit ifx�+1 2 T (x�) andx�+1 � x�.

4.2 Theorem Let L be a complete lattice and letT be a�r-increasing multivalued mapping fromL into2L satisfying the following two conditions.

1. For everyx 2 L, the setT (x) is non-empty.

2. For every decreasingT -orbit (x�), there existx 2 L such thatx 2 T (inf x�) andx � x� for all �.

ThenT has a fixed point, i.e. there existsx 2 L such thatx 2 T (x).
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This theorem was established in [11] in order to show the existence of (consistent) answer sets for a class
of disjunctive programs called signed programs. This classincludes examples related to the well-known Yale
Shooting Domain.

The following result is new, as far as we know, and is a generalization of Theorem 2.7.

4.3 Theorem Let (D;�) be a partial order such that every chain inD has a supremum and letf : D ! 2D
be a multivalued mapping which ismonotonicin the sense that wheneverx � y anda 2 f(x) then there
exists someb 2 f(y) with a � b. Furthermore, let there be somex0 2 D such that there exists somex1 2 f(x0) with x0 � x1. Thenf has a fixed point.

Proof: If x0 = x1 then it is a fixed point. So assumex0 < x1. Define an increasing chain(x�) in D as
follows. Letx� be defined for all� < �. If � = � + 1 is a successor ordinal, then choosex� 2 f(x�)
providedx� is not a fixed point off (since otherwise a fixed point is already found). If� is a limit ordinal,
then letx� = sup�<�fx�g.

The increasing chain(x�) has a supremums, and by construction of(x�) we must haves 2 f(s). �
4.2 Metric-Like Spaces

Just as in Section 2, the main alternative to order-theoretic arguments in the present context is to use various
metric-like structures, and we consider these next.

4.2.1 Metric Spaces

The following definition is standard.

4.4 Definition Let (M;d) be a metric space. A multivalued mappingT : M ! 2M is called acontraction
if there exists a real numberk < 1 such that for everyx 2M , for everyy 2M , and for alla 2 T (x), there
existsb 2 T (y) such thatd(a; b) � kd(x; y).

The following result is taken from [10], and depends on an oldresult of S.B. Nadler.

4.5 Theorem Assume thatM is a complete metric space, and thatT is a multivalued contraction onM
such that the setT (x) is closed and non-empty for everyx 2M . ThenT has a fixed point.

Again, this theorem was established with a specific objective in view, namely, to show the existence of
answer sets for disjunctive logic programs which are countably stratified.

4.2.2 Generalized Ultrametric Spaces

4.6 Definition Let (X; d;�) be a generalized ultrametric space (so that� is a partially ordered set). A
multivalued mappingf onX is calledstrictly contracting, respectively,contractingif, for all x; y 2 X withx 6= y and for everya 2 f(x), there exists an elementb 2 f(y) such thatd(a; b) < d(x; y), respectively,d(a; b) � d(x; y).

The mappingf is calledstrictly contracting on orbitsif, for everyx 2 X and for everya 2 f(x) witha 6= x, there exists an elementb 2 f(a) with d(a; b) < d(a; x).
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For f : X ! 2X , let�x = fd(x; y) j y 2 f(x)g and, for a subset� � �, denote by Min� the set of
all minimal elements of�.

The following theorem was proved in [14]. Although we know ofno specific application of it, we believe
it will prove to be useful by virtue of the general nature of the set�.

4.7 Theorem Let (X; d;�) be a spherically complete ultrametric space. Letf : X ! 2X be a non-empty
contraction which is strictly contracting on orbits. Moreover, assume that for everyx 2 X, Min�x is finite
and that every element of�x has a lower bound in Minx. Thenf has a fixed point.

4.2.3 Quasi-Metric Spaces

Just as in the case of single-valued mappings, one can establish fixed-point theorems for multivalued map-
pings using quasi-metrics. In fact, we present several suchin this section, all of which are new and all
of which are under investigation in relation to applications to the semantics of disjunctive programs and
databases.

4.8 Definition Let (X; d) be a quasi-metric space. A multivalued mappingf : X ! 2X is called acon-
traction if there exists some0 � k < 1 such that, for allx; y 2 X and for alla 2 f(x), there existsb 2 f(y)
satisfyingd(a; b) � kd(x; y).

A multivalued mappingf onX is callednon-expandingif, for all x; y 2 X and for alla 2 f(x), there
existsb 2 f(y) satisfyingd(a; b) � d(x; y).

A multivalued mappingf onX is calledCS-continuousif, for every (forward) Cauchy sequence(xn)
in X with limit x and for every choice ofyn 2 f(xn), we have that(yn) is a (forward) Cauchy sequence
andlimyn 2 f(x).
4.9 Theorem Let (X; d) be a CS-complete quasi-metric space and letf : X ! 2X be a multivalued
contraction which is CS-continuous and non-empty (i.e. forall x 2 X, f(x) 6= ;). Thenf has a fixed point.

Proof: The pointx! is obtained exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.5. By CS-continuity of f , it follows
thatx! is a fixed point off . �
4.10 Theorem Let (X; d) be a CS-complete quasi-metric space and letf : X ! 2X be a non-expanding
multivalued mapping which is CS-continuous and non-empty.Suppose that there existsx0 2 X andy 2f(x0) with x0 �d y, i.e. such thatd(x0; y) = 0. Thenf has a fixed point.

Proof: Choosex1 2 f(x0) such thatd(x0; x1) = 0. Sincef is non-expanding, there is somex2 2f(x1) with d(x1; x2) � d(x0; x1) = 0. Inductively, we obtain a sequence(xn) with d(xn; xn+k) �Pk�1i=0 d(xn+i; xn+i+1) = 0. Hence,(xn) is a Cauchy sequence and has a limitx!. By CS-continuity off ,x! is a fixed point off . �
We can weaken the assumptions of the previous results and introduce the following notions.

4.11 Definition Let f be a multivalued mapping. A sequence(xn) inX such thatxn+1 2 f(xn) for all n 2N is called an!-orbit of f . For a multivalued mappingf defined on a quasi-metric space, we callf orbitally
CS-continuousif, for every orbit(xn) of f which is a Cauchy sequence, we havelimxn 2 f(limxn).
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Both the previous theorems hold if the condition onf being CS-continuous is relaxed to being orbitally
CS-continuous.

Next, by virtue of the duality between quasi-metrics and partial orders, we carry over the previous result
to partial orders.

4.12 Proposition Let (D;�) be a partial order such that(D; d�) is a CS-complete quasi-metric space.
Then the following hold.

(i) (xn) is a Cauchy sequence if and only if it is eventually increasing.

(ii) Every increasing sequence has a least upper bound and the sequence converges to this least upper
bound.

(iii) If (D;�) has a least element, then it is an!-cpo.

4.13 Proposition Let (D;�) be an!-cpo, letf be a multivalued mapping onD and considerd�. Then the
following hold.

(i) f is non-expanding if and only iff is monotonicin the sense that wheneverx � y anda 2 f(x),
there existsb 2 f(y) with a � b.

(ii) f is orbitally CS-continuous if and only if for every!-orbit of f which is eventually increasing with
least upper boundx, we havex 2 f(x).

By the previous two propositions, we now easily obtain our final result, which is another generalization
of the Knaster-Tarski Theorem 2.4.

4.14 Theorem Let (D;�) be an!-cpo and letf be a non-empty multivalued mapping onD which is
monotonic, and which has the property that every!-orbit of f which is eventually increasing with least
upper boundx satisfiesx 2 f(x). Thenf has a fixed point.

We remark, again, that all these theorems have potential applications to semantics which are under
investigation. In addition, we have other results in which we employ a notion of “generalized metric” which
takes its values in anordered Abelian semigroup, as in [10],but these will be discussed elsewhere.

5 Conclusions

Multivalued mappings and their fixed points arise naturallyin the context of the semantics of disjunctive
programs and databases. Therefore, there is a need for methods and techniques which can provide these
fixed points. Of course, one expects such methods to relate toresults already known for single-valued
mappings, and indeed we have shown that this is the case. However, due to the rather special nature of the
multivalued mappings we encountered, namely those arisingfrom disjunctive programs�, it was possible
to relate fixed points of the multivalued mappingT� to fixed points of the single-valued mappingsTP
associated with the normal derivativesP of �.

Many questions are raised by this work. One such, for example, is that of characterizing the normal
derivatives which determine any one of the standard models of �. Another is the examination of syntactic
conditions which enable one to easily apply the fixed-point theorems we have discussed, which are mostly
stated as purely mathematical results; this is a question which we have only lightly touched on here. A third
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is the question of which of our theorems can be given constructive proofs. Other questions can be posed,
and indeed all are under investigation and will be considered elsewhere. Thus, we regard this paper as a
continuation of a programme of work, begun in [17, 18], in which semantical questions within declarative
programming are investigated using the tools of domain theory.
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